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In Brief
Little et al. find that a 30-min practice break during perceptual training prevents perceptual learning from lasting across days, suggesting that trials integrate up to a learning threshold within a transient memory store before they are sent en masse into a durable memory.
Some forms of associative learning require only a single experience to create a lasting memory [1, 2] . In contrast, perceptual learning often requires extensive practice within a day for performance to improve across days [3, 4] . This suggests that the requisite practice for durable perceptual learning is integrated throughout each day. If the total amount of daily practice is the only important variable, then a practice break within a day should not disrupt across-day improvement. To test this idea, we trained human listeners on an auditory frequency-discrimination task over multiple days and compared the performance of those who engaged in a single continuous practice session each day [4] with those who were given a 30-min break halfway through each practice session. Continuous practice yielded significant perceptual learning [4] . In contrast, practice with a rest break led to no improvement, indicating that the integration process had decayed within 30 min. In a separate experiment, a 30-min practice break also disrupted durable learning on a non-native phonetic classification task. These results suggest that practice trials are integrated up to a learning threshold within a transient memory store before they are sent en masse into a memory that lasts across days. Thus, the oft cited benefits of distributed over massed training [5, 6] may arise from different mechanisms depending on whether the breaks occur before or after a learning threshold has been reached. Trial integration could serve as an early gatekeeper to plasticity, helping to ensure that longer-lasting changes are only made when deemed worthwhile.
RESULTS

Frequency Discrimination
A 30-min break midway through training disrupted across-day learning on a frequency-discrimination task (Figure 1 ). Four groups of young-adult, normal-hearing listeners were presented two pure-tone frequencies on each trial (1 kHz and <1 kHz) and asked to select the lower frequency ( Figure 1A ). The measure of interest was the discrimination threshold-the frequency difference required for 79% correct performance. Listeners who received sufficient daily training with no break (long-dailytraining group) ( Figure 1B The lack of learning for the 30-min-break group instead mirrored the result pattern for listeners who received only the (insufficient) amount of daily training that was provided before (or after) the break (short-daily-training group) (Figure 1B, 1 st column) (all p R 0.147). Finally, listeners who received the same total number of training trials as the 30-min-break group but with five 6-min breaks equally spaced throughout each daily session (536-min-break group) ( Figure 1B , 4 th column) improved across the training sessions and post-test (F(1,61) = 5.1, p = 0.028) as well as between the pre-and post-tests (t(7) = 3.7, p = 0.008). The thresholds for this group did not differ from those of controls at the post-test (F(1,15) = 1.6, p = 0.231) but showed a trend in that direction on day 7 of training (F(1,15) = 3.8, p = 0.070).
Direct comparisons among the different trained groups revealed that the learning-curve slopes for the 30-min-break and short-daily-training groups were shallower (less negative) than those for the long-daily-training and 536-min-break groups (multiple linear regression, group by day: F(4,242) = 16.1, p < 0.001; contrasts by corrected multivariate T: long versus short [T(242) = 6. calculated across trials (rather than across days) and the analysis restricted to the first 5,040 training trials-the total number presented to the 30-min-break group-the slope for the 30-min-break group again was shallower than that for the long-daily-training and 536-min-break groups (group by day: 
Non-native Phonetic Classification
A 30-min break midway through training also disrupted learning of a non-native phonetic contrast (Figure 2 ). Monolingual, youngadult, normal-hearing speakers of American English were asked to classify the initial consonant of individual consonant-vowel syllables that varied along a voice-onset-time (VOT) continuum into one of three categories: positive VOT (labeled ''pa''), nearzero VOT (labeled ''ba''), and negative VOT (non-native to English; labeled ''mba'' for easy interpretation by listeners [8] ) (Figure 2A ). This three-way phonetic contrast occurs in many languages including Thai and Hindi, while there is only a twoway contrast between near-zero VOT and positive VOT in English. However, the three-way contrast can be acquired by native speakers of English with practice [9, 10] . The task was similar conceptually to a native speaker of Japanese learning to distinguish ''r'' from ''l.'' Feedback was provided after each trial throughout the single training session, but not during the post-test administered the next day (precluding simple (B) Group mean frequency-discrimination thresholds for the trained groups (n = 8 per group; black circles) and controls (n = 10; open circles) for each of the four training regimens (columns). Thresholds across days are adjusted using pre-test threshold as a covariate [7] and fitted with least-squares regression lines across the log of day number. Axis scales are in log units of day (x axis) and frequency (y axis). Error bars indicate ± SEM. Asterisks denote significant improvement across the training sessions and post-test, as well as between the pre-and post-tests, for trained listeners (p % 0.008). (C) Individual pre-test (x axis) versus post-test (y axis) thresholds (symbols) on a log scale fitted with least-squares regression lines separately for trained listeners (solid lines; black circles; gray circles for day 7 thresholds) and controls (dashed lines; open circles). Asterisks denote significantly lower post-test thresholds for trained listeners than controls, using pre-test threshold as a covariate (p = 0.001). The tilde (''$'') indicates a trend for significance for day 7 thresholds versus pretest thresholds (p = 0.070). (D) Individual frequency-discrimination thresholds across days for each of the four trained groups. Axis scales are in log units. Solid lines indicate significant learning from day 1 to the post-test (p % 0.05), dashed lines significant learning from day 1 to day 7, and dotted lines no significant learning (indicate a nonsignificant result).
Post-test slope of the category boundary between "mba" and "ba" (B) Mean (black circles) and individual (gray circles) slopes for the non-native category boundary between negative (''mba'') and near zero (''ba'') VOTs at the post-test assessed without feedback on day 2 for the two trained groups (n = 5 per group). The slope of the function is scaled such that the closer the value is to zero, the sharper the category boundary. Error bars indicate ± SEM. Asterisks denote a significant difference between the post-test and chance performance and between the post-test of the two trained groups (p % 0.030).
comparisons between performance during the training on day 1 and the testing on day 2). The measure of interest was the slope for the non-native category boundary between negative (''mba'') and near-zero (''ba'') VOTs. At the post-test ( Figure 2B ), this slope differed from flat (no boundary; 0.5 on this scale) for listeners who practiced the classification task continuously during the training session (long-daily-training group) (t(4) = 3.8, p = 0.018; logistic regression: p = 0.005), but not for listeners who received a 30-min break midway through the same amount of training (30-min-break group) (t(4) = 1.8, p = 0.144; logistic regression: p = 0.268). The slope also differed between the two groups (Welch t(4.9) = 3.0, p = 0.030; logistic regression: p = 0.022).
DISCUSSION
In order to persist across days, perceptual learning appears to require a sufficient amount of training per day [3, 4] , suggesting that multiple trials must integrate up to a learning threshold within a day to make a lasting memory. The lack of learning across days when there are too few trials within a day indicates that the subthreshold content of the integrator can decay in less than 24 hr. The current results constrain that decay period to less than 30 min by showing-for two quite different tasks-that a 30-min practice break midway through an otherwise sufficient amount of daily training can also prevent learning across days. The idea that multiple trials must integrate within a day to form a durable memory comes from reports suggesting that perceptual learning persists across days only when there is sufficient training per day. This pattern has been documented previously for the same auditory frequency-discrimination task used here (>360 trials/day required; [4] ) and replicated for that task using three different variants of trial distribution [11] . It has also been described for a visual chevron-discrimination task (>160 trials/day required; [3] ). The present data show this pattern yet again for the frequency-discrimination task and extend the demonstration to a non-native phonetic classification task (>120 trials/day required) because the lack of across-day learning on these tasks when there was a 30-min practice break indicates that neither the training period before nor the training period after the break was sufficient to yield lasting improvement. In an apparent exception to these results, 1 to 5 training trials on day 1 led to small improvements in performance on day 2 on visual texture-and face-identification tasks [12] , suggesting that the learning threshold for those tasks might be quite low or absent. If so, it may be that far fewer trials are necessary for learning when the stimuli to be compared differ along multiple dimensions rather than along a single dimension. However, while improvement for a given stimulus was observed on day 2 following only a few training trials with that stimulus on day 1, 21 different target stimuli were presented in visual noise on day 1 and on each trial the target stimulus was selected from 10 stimuli presented without visual noise. Thus, the aggregate of trials across different target stimuli or the aggregate of all of the stimuli presented on day 1 may have influenced the learning on day 2 in that investigation.
The indications that trial integration up to a learning threshold must occur within a day imply that the sub-threshold content of the integrator returns to baseline in less than 24 hr. The present results demonstrate that this decay can occur within just 30 min because a practice break of this length disrupted across-day learning on both a fine-grained discrimination task (pure-tone frequency discrimination) and a categorization task (non-native phonetic classification). They further suggest that the subthreshold content of the integrator can persist for at least 6 min, because when the 30-min break was split into five 6-min breaks, across-day learning on the frequency-discrimination task was largely restored. We previously reported another quite different circumstance in which a practice break disrupted perceptual learning [11] . In that case, listeners practiced different tasks in the first and second halves of each session. When the two tasks were practiced in immediate succession, across-day learning on the first task (frequency discrimination) was enabled by training on the second (temporal-interval discrimination). That learning was reduced when the two practice periods were separated by a 15-min break and abolished when the break was increased to 4 hr. While those data demonstrated a detrimental effect of a practice break, that outcome could have been due to the unusual two-task training regimen. The present results confirm that a practice break can disrupt across-day learning even when the same task is practiced before and after the break.
Where Do the Trials Integrate?
Where do the trials integrate? The seemingly simplest possibility is that trial integration occurs within a transient memory store (Figure 3 ). According to this idea, if the learning threshold is reached within the time limit of the transient memory, the trials are sent en masse into a memory that lasts across days ( Figure 3 , middle column). Otherwise, the trials are erased (Figure 3 , left and right columns). This transient memory would have to last at least multiple minutes, the time it takes for the threshold to be reached, suggesting that it differs from short-term auditory memory (echoic memory) [13] [14] [15] [16] and working memory [17, 18] , which are typically estimated to last for several seconds. It could, however, reflect a trial-by-trial refreshing of one of these briefer memories. The idea that the learning processes engaged over the course of multiple trials during training are separate from those that ultimately enable a memory to last across days is consistent with other evidence from perceptual and motor learning. For example, events that disrupt across-day learning when introduced before the end of a training session can fail to do so when they occur immediately after the end of a training session, and vice versa, indicating that the processes operating during and after training are differentially vulnerable to the same intervening event [19] [20] [21] . In addition, learning within a training session, or the lack thereof, does not necessarily predict performance across sessions [4, [22] [23] [24] .
What about the Trials Is Integrated?
What about the trials is integrated? Among many possibilities, the integrator could be simply counting trials (or stimulus presentations), with each contributing equally or by an amount modulated by the strength of permissive top-down signals.
The integrator also could be computing a running average or cumulative prediction error across trials.
LTP and LTD
The idea that a distinct period of trial integration occurs prior to the formation of a durable perceptual memory has three intriguing counterparts with the induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD), synaptic changes thought to underlie at least some forms of long-term memory [25] [26] [27] , including for perceptual learning [28] [29] [30] . First, just as trials must integrate up to a threshold to yield across-day learning, during the induction of LTP and LTD, more transient events must integrate up to a threshold to establish a more permanent state. Such thresholds exist for the transition from shortterm plasticity to LTP and LTD [31] and for the transition from early to late LTP and LTD [32] [33] [34] . Second, just as the contents of the integrator can decay during a 30-min break before reaching threshold, but can induce across-day learning once the threshold is reached, early LTP and LTD decay in less than 30 min [35] up to several hours [36], while late LTP and LTD can persist across days [37] (for review, see [32] ). Third, just as learning processes active during a training session and those active following a training session can be disrupted by distinct events [19] [20] [21] , early and late LTP and LTD can be differentially disrupted [36, 38] . Thus, one possibility is that early LTP and LTD underlie trial integration and late LTP and LTD underlie the stabilization of trials across days. These three points repeat and add to a variety of other previously noted similarities between visual perceptual learning and LTP [39] .
Implications for Massed versus Distributed Training
Generally, distributed training-practice with breaks-is of greater benefit to learning than massed training-practice without breaks [5, 6, 40, 41] . However, the present data demonstrate that a practice break can also disrupt learning. To the extent that this disruption reflects the interruption of an integration process leading to a learning threshold for across-day improvement, these data raise the possibility that the advantage typically observed with distributed training may be generated by two separate mechanisms, one that acts before and another that acts after this learning threshold has been reached. One mechanism may take advantage of practice breaks to facilitate integration up to the learning threshold. This mechanism could aid learning provided the breaks are not long enough for the contents of the integrator to decay (unlike in the present case). This possibility is consistent with evidence that molecular processes that underlie the benefit from multiple-minute breaks can precede those underlying LTP [42] . Another mechanism may rely on practice breaks to provide a needed rest during a post-threshold refractory period for trial integration, facilitating learning after the learning threshold has been reached. In this case, the breaks would be of benefit only if they were longer than the refractory period. This idea arises from reports that past some point additional training trials within the same daily training session do not enhance the amount of learning across days, suggesting that a learning process is saturated [4, 40, 41, 43] . A further indication of the need for a reset stems from reports that extensive practice beyond that required to generate learning can even lead to across-day worsening [44, 45] . It therefore appears that the learning benefits from practice breaks may arise from different mechanisms depending on the duration and timing of those breaks in relation to attainment of the learning threshold. A practical implication is that practice trials will be of no use if the practice breaks are too long prior to reaching the learning threshold (as reported here) or are too short after reaching that threshold. Thus, practice regimens could be optimized by selecting the lengths of practice breaks contingent on whether they occur before or after the learning threshold has been reached.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
STAR+METHODS KEY RESOURCES TABLE CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, David F. Little (david.frank.little@gmail.com).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS Frequency Discrimination
Data are reported for 46 listeners (25 females) with a mean age of 21 years (standard deviation = 2.6). All had normal hearing and no previous experience with psychoacoustic tasks. All were paid for their participation. Excluded from this count was one listener whose log-transformed pre-test discrimination threshold for the trained condition was more than 2 standard deviations from the mean threshold of 133 listeners who participated in previous experiments (>56 Hz, 1 listener; <6.0 Hz, 0 listeners). All procedures were approved by the Northwestern University Office for the Protection of Research Subjects.
Non-native Phonetic Classification
Data are reported for 10 listeners (6 females) with a mean age of 18.7 years (standard deviation = 0.67). All were monolingual English speakers with normal hearing and were paid for their participation. All procedures were approved by the Northwestern University Office for the Protection of Research Subjects.
METHOD DETAILS Frequency Discrimination Trained Condition
The trained condition was pure-tone frequency discrimination with a standard frequency of 1 kHz ( Figure 1A ). Two digitally generated brief tones (15 ms, including 5-ms raised-cosine on/off ramps, 86 dB SPL) were presented in each presentation of a two-presentation, forced-choice trial. The two tones were separated by the same fixed temporal interval (t = 100 ms onset to onset) in both presentations, but had a standard frequency (f = 1 kHz) in one presentation and a lower comparison frequency (f -Df) in the other. Listeners pressed a key on a computer keyboard to indicate which of the two randomly selected presentations contained the comparison sound (lower frequency). A visual display indicated whether the response was correct or incorrect after every trial throughout the experiment. The Df value required for 79.4% correct performance, termed the discrimination threshold, was estimated using a 3-down/1-up adaptive procedure in 60-trial blocks [46] . Trial blocks that contained fewer than seven total reversals were excluded from analysis.
Training Regimens
We compared frequency-discrimination thresholds from two new groups of listeners, trained on novel regimens (30-min break and 5x6-min break), to previously reported thresholds from two groups of trained listeners (short-daily-training and long-daily-training) [4, 11] and a group of controls (no training) [11] . The previous data established two baselines: an amount of daily training that was insufficient to induce across-day learning (short daily training) and another amount that was sufficient (long daily training). All trained listeners participated in a single training session on each of 6-9 days. The number and temporal distribution of training trials in a session differed across the groups. In each session, the 30-min-break group (n = 8) practiced 720 trials ($32 total min of practice) with a 30-min break after the first 360 trials (new data). During the 30-min breaks, listeners waited in a quiet environment outside of the testing booth under the supervision of the experimenter. They were allowed to participate in silent activities, but were not permitted to sleep. The 5x6-minbreak group (n = 8) practiced 720 trials with a 6-min break after every 120 trials, for a total break duration of 30 min (5 breaks of 6 min) (new data). During the 6-min breaks, listeners performed a written symbol-to-number matching task in silence inside of the testing booth.. The short-daily-training group (n = 8) practiced 360 trials per session ($16 min) with no break. The long-daily-training group (n = 8) practiced 900 trials per session ($40 min) with no break [note that 720 stimulus presentations per session can yield as much learning across days as 900 practice trials [11] ]. The control group (n = 10) received no training during the training phase. Pre-and Post-Tests All listeners participated in a pre-test before and a post-test after the training phase. These tests comprised five threshold estimates (300 trials) on each of six conditions (1,800 total trials), including the trained condition. All trials of a given condition were presented contiguously. The condition order was randomized across listeners. Because our question focused on the direct influence of practice, we only report the results for the trained frequency-discrimination condition here. The remaining conditions employed either the frequency-discrimination task (described above) or a temporal-interval discrimination task [for details see [4, 11] ]. The pre-and posttests were separated by an average of 14 days (standard deviation = 4.5) for the trained groups and 12 days (standard deviation = 2.5) for the control group. The pre-test followed a separate session during which listeners completed tone-detection tasks in quiet and in noise for $1 h to familiarize them with the laboratory setting and the two-presentation, forced-choice procedure.
Non-native Phonetic Classification Trained Condition
The trained condition was phonetic classification of the initial consonant of individual consonant-vowel syllables. Each trial consisted of the presentation of a single syllable selected randomly from a 15-step voice-onset-time (VOT) continuum that ranged from À70 ms to +70 ms in 10-ms steps (Figure 2A ). For each syllable, listeners used a computer mouse to select one of three category labels displayed on a computer screen: ''mba'' (< À25 ms VOT), ''ba'' (from À25 to 25 ms VOT), or ''pa'' (>25 ms VOT). Trials were presented in blocks of 60. The stimuli were modified from tokens of ''ba'' and ''pa'' spoken by a female native speaker of American English. They were presented to the left ear at a comfortable listening level.
Training Regimens
We compared performance between two groups of trained listeners (30-min-break and long-training). Both groups participated in a single training session. The 30-min-break group (n = 5) practiced 240 trials ($25 min) with a 30-min break after the first 120 trials. During the break, listeners waited either inside the testing booth or in a quiet environment outside of the testing booth, under the supervision of the experimenter. They were allowed to participate in silent activities, but were not permitted to sleep. The long-training group (n = 5) practiced 240 trials with no break. During training, the syllables were selected randomly from a trimodal distribution along the VOT continuum. The distribution peaks were centered on prototypical VOTs for each category: À50 ms for ''mba,'' 0 ms for ''ba,'' and +50 ms for ''pa.'' Feedback was provided after each trial. Immediately before training, all listeners were given verbal instructions about the phonetic categorization task and samples of the prototypical tokens for the three categories.
Post-Test
All listeners participated in a post-test the day after the training session. In the post-test, listeners completed 120 trials of the classification task in which each step from the VOT continuum was presented eight times. The syllables were presented in random order.
No feedback on response accuracy was provided during the post-test. The task, the stimuli, the stimulus distributions during training and the post-test, and the use of feedback were the same as in a previous investigation [47] .
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The outcomes for all statistical tests are reported in the results, including p values. Outcomes with p % 0.05 were considered significant. Validation tests, to avoid violations of statistical modeling assumptions, are reported below as part of the description of each specific analysis. The degrees of freedom as reported in the results were determined by the number of listeners in each group (frequency discrimination: 8 for eachtrained group, 10 for controls; non-native: 5 for each group) and the number of measurements (days or blocks). Figures show means and include error bars that indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM).
Frequency Discrimination
Unless otherwise specified, the dependent variable during analysis was the truncated mean of the log-transformed threshold estimates for each listener and day. After log-transformation, an individual threshold estimate from an individual listener was excluded from the daily mean estimate for that listener if that threshold was 3 standard deviations from the median of all individual threshold estimates for all listeners from the same day and training regimen. This approach excluded 16 threshold estimates, or 0.41% of the data.
Improvement in each trained group was assessed separately using a paired t test of the pre-test and post-test thresholds, and a multiple linear regression of threshold (training days 1 through 7 and the post-test) on pre-test threshold and log-transformed day. The log scale for day yielded a better fit than a linear scale, consistent with the exponential form of the learning curve. In addition, post-test thresholds were compared between each trained group and controls using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with pretest threshold as a covariate. Pre-test threshold was included as a covariate, because across all data analyzed there was a significant effect for this factor (p < 0.001).
Improvement across trained groups was compared using a multiple linear regression of the training-day (days 1-7) and post-test thresholds on pre-test threshold and the interaction of log-transformed day with training regimen. P values for the difference between each pair of regression-line slopes were corrected for multiple comparisons [48] . To assess improvement on a per-trial rather than per-day basis, we followed the same multiple-linear-regression approach, but used the individual threshold estimates (excluding truncated values) and included the log of the trial number and its interaction with training regimen as predictors rather than the log-day predictors. Likewise, to assess within-session improvement we used the individual threshold estimates (without truncated values) and included both log-day and block and their interaction with training regimen as predictors. Suggesting that these models were appropriate for the data, variance appeared to be homogeneous across day (or trial as appropriate for the model) (Levene's Test, p R 0.314). Further, the 21-fold cross-validated root mean squared prediction error was % 0.45 log Hz, which was between 0 and 6% smaller than the estimated prediction error of the full model.
Lastly, we evaluated improvement for each individual listener across all groups using a Bayesian multiple-level modeling analysis. For this analysis, we used each of the individual threshold estimates from an individual listener, excluding truncated values, instead of the daily mean threshold estimate for that individual. The model consisted of a set of coefficients for each individual and each training regimen. The coefficients in each set represented the individual days of training and the post-test (i.e., day was treated as a discrete variable). Pre-test threshold was included as a covariate in the prior mean of listener-level coefficients. Non-identifiable parameters were avoided by setting the regimen-level prior mean to zero. Parameters for the model hyperpriors, defined as in [49] , were chosen to match the variation found in the pre-test thresholds of 133 listeners from prior experiments. This model was validated by posterior predictive checks which indicated that the model accurately predicted the root mean squared error and the 97.5%, 68.2%, 50%, 31.8% and 2.5% percentiles of the residuals with a standard error of %0.35 log Hz (posterior predictive p R 0.112).
Model parameters were fitted to the data using the Stan modeling language (version 2.7.0) employing an MCMC algorithm [50] with 4 chains of 2,000 iterations, including 1,000 warmup iterations. Convergence of these four chains to the same solution was verified using the scale reduction statistic [51] . In all cases, the chosen number of samples was estimated to yield a prediction error of less than 0.01 log Hz (according to the standard error of the MCMC samples as determined by the effective sampling size).
Non-native Phonetic Classification
The measure of interest was the slope of the non-native category boundary between ''mba'' and ''ba'' at the post-test. To compute this slope, the classification data were fitted with a probit function separately for each listener. The slope of the function was scaled to a range from 0.0 to 1.0. A value of 0.0 indicated an abrupt, phonetically appropriate, shift from 100% to 0% ''mba'' identifications as the VOT became less negative, a value of 0.5 indicated a flat slope (no boundary), and a value of 1.0 indicated an abrupt, but phonetically inappropriate, shift from 0% to 100% ''mba'' identifications as the VOT became less negative. Only the post-test data were included in the analysis because of the differences between the training and testing periods in the VOT distributions (trimodal during training, uniform during testing) and feedback (feedback during training, no feedback during testing).
We compared performance on the post-test between the two trained groups using a Wald's t test, which permits unequal variance, and a Bayesian robust logistic regression allowing for unequal variance. The logistic regression accounts for the fact that the dependent variable fell strictly within the range between 0 and 1, while the t test assumes otherwise and may thus misestimate standard errors. In the regression, for numerical stability and robustness to outliers, the dependent variable (y) was transformed by r/2 + y(1-r)-where r was a relatively small proportion of the data range (0.01). Unequal variance across the groups was modeled with a separate beta distribution parameter. Priors over the coefficients of the logistic regression were zero-mean Cauchy distributions with a variance of 5 [52] . These choices were validated using posterior predictive checks which indicated that the resulting models accurately predicted the root mean squared error and the 97.5%, 68.2%, 50%, 31.8% and 2.5% percentiles of the residuals with a standard error of % 0.02 units (posterior predictive p R 0.524). Model parameters fitted using the same procedure as for the Bayesian analysis of the frequency-discrimination data yielded an estimated prediction error of %0.01 categorization slope units.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The accession number for the data and analysis reported in this paper is Mendeley Data: 10.17632/nthkgdh8r2.1. Accompanying these data are instructions for reproducing the analysis on a new machine using the R and python programming environments.
